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About This Game

There have been hundreds wars in the world due to the land and this wars will continue.The Last Front is a game which tell one
of this wars it is low poly style and also has first person perspective.There are different weapons, tactics and style for each

team.Nowness there are 3 game modes in the game; Grabbing flat, Team death game, Everyone is alone.

Grabbing Flat
Smuggle by taking off the gloves the opponent team's flat and try to bringing to your reigon. Of course when you doing this you
have to control your flat and the enemies. Being carreful is the most important thing for an soilder.There will be enemies who

observe you behind the windows in the houses.

Team deadth game
Choose your team and try to destroy the opponent team. The winner will be the first person to reach the finish score.In this

game making sacrifice is the most important thing. Maybe in the most difficult times giving first aid packed and bullet can bring
the victory.

Everyone is alone
It can be the difficult game mode.Because you do not know enemies's location. Shoot every enemy who seem. Do not remember

every enemy against to you is waiting for kill you.
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i love how the game looks and seems really fun but there was not one single person playing this game. i was just alone on a
server. I wish people played this it seems really fun. Gonna try to have a streamer to play and build a player base possibly.
ABANDONED!!!

https:\/\/youtu.be\/14jiOCxJw64

Only way to look at this game is to consider it as an asset fliip scam. Nothing here, no attempt post EA launch to even make it
seem like development is happening. STAY AWAY
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